
 

 

  

Abstract: This article represents a study about 
the Binary Search algorithm implementation and 
it’s usage implications in DataFlow Paradigm on 
Maxeler technology. In the article you will see the 
Binary Search algorithm explained and the 
differences between it’s implementations on two 
different architectures. It will be shown that the 
difference in the amount of data needed to be 
processed is in connection with the resulting 
speedup achieved on a Maxeler machine.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The author analyzes the performance of the 
Binary Search algorithm on two architectures, one is 
the standard John von Neumann's control flow PC 
architecture and the other is the DataFlow architecture 
using Maxeler technology. Following this introduction 
there is a brief description of these terms. 

The Binary search algorithm is a typical example 
of a group of algorithms with the “divide and 
conquer” strategy. It was created as a solution to the 
problem of efficiency of the sequential search 
algorithm, where it, on each unsuccessful search, 
rejects only one piece of information, even if the array 
comes sorted by key values. In Binary Search each 
unsuccessful step divides the amount of searched data 
by two. 

Control flow architecture is an architecture based 
on the one described by the mathematician and 
physicist John von Neumann and others in 1945. The 
chapter describes the architecture of digital computers 
with parts that consist of arithmetic logic units, 
processor registers and counters, memories in which 
to keep the data and instructions, large external 
memories, and input-output mechanisms. Von 
Neumann’s control flow architecture executes the 
program in time, which is divided into fetch and 
execution of instructions, where fetch and execution 
of an instruction cannot occur at the same time, 
because they share a common bus. This characteristic 
is often called Von Neumann’s bottleneck. 
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      In the DataFlow architecture, the programs are 
executed “across space” in contrast to the control flow  
architecture where they are executed “across time”. 
The order of execution of mutually independent 
instructions is not known. The operation is carried out 
as soon as a hardware unit has a known input.  

Control flow architecture can be thought of as a 
worker who goes from one job to another doing each 
separately, and the DataFlow, on the other hand, can 
be pictured as an organized row of workers in the 
factory each doing his own job that starts at the 
moment when he receives the needed material and 
stops when he sends the worked-on material down the 
line, similar to assembling a car. 

Maxeler DataFlow machines are based on 
DataFlow architecture and are implemented in FPGA 
(Field Programmable Gate Array) technology. This 
technology allows modifications of connections within 
the chip after the chip is shipped to the end user, so 
that each user can program the hardware of the 
machine for one specific job, and when he does not 
need the job any more, he can program it for another. 
It should be noted that compiling a Maxeler machine 
can last from several hours to several days, and it is 
necessary that the user has a large amount of data for 
processing; otherwise it is not worthwhile to use this 
technology. 

In this article the aim is to implement the binary 
search algorithm, one of the classic algorithms for 
searching sorted arrays, using the DataFlow paradigm 
and compare the achieved performance with the same 
algorithm implemented and tested on control flow 
systems. Also we give a description of the Maxeler 
machines used for testing. 

2. SYSTEM REALIZATION REQUIREMENTS  

2.1 The Problem 

This chapter deals with the acceleration of the 
binary search algorithm, using Maxeler machines. 

Some peculiarities should be noted about Maxeler 
machines and to their differences from the 
microprocessor systems. One of facts to bear in mind 
is the fact that on Maxeler systems sending data to and 
receiving it back from the Maxeler is time consuming. 
On the other hand, Maxeler systems have the 
advantage that after this period of initial delay, they 
can return results at each clock cycle of their work. 
This feature, when large amounts of data are 
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processed, leads to major acceleration compared to 
microprocessor systems. 

2.2 About Maxeler Technology 

Maxeler machines are based on DataFlow 
architecture and implemented in FPGA technology. 
This technology allows modifications of connections 
within the chip after the chip is shipped to the end 
user. Some problems are more suitable for solving 
using control flow architecture, while other problems 
are more suitable for solving using the DataFlow 
architecture. That is why, only parts of original 
programs are speeded up using the Maxeler platform. 
The program written to execute on a Maxeler machine 
is called the program core (Kernel) and contains 
mostly only the loops of the original program.  

Using Maxeler platforms has achieved very 
significant speed ups of certain algorithms in the fields 
of finance and in the fields of seismic data analysis 
(when searching for oil and natural gas). 

2.3 Conditions and Assumptions 

The author had access to a Maxeler machine that 
has installed two Maxeler cards with the tag 
MAX3424A. This machine was used for synthesizing 
a hardware implementation of the binary search 
algorithm. 

All performance results of the binary search 
algorithm on control flow systems, presented in this 
paper were obtained using a single processor core. 

2.4 Existing Solutions 

The Binary Search algorithm used here has been 
implemented already in many better known 
programming languages. In addition to implementing 
it on Maxeler technology, the author also gives a C 
programming language implementation that was used 
in comparing the speeds of execution of the two 
technologies. The complete implementation of the 
algorithm in C programming language is given at the 
end as a contribution to this chapter. 

3. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION  

3.1 Data Preparation 

For testing the algorithm it is necessary to prepare 
data of great length with all the elements sorted. Such 
data should be stored inside a text file. As the first 
element of the file there should be a target key, 
followed by its expected position, and the size of the 
array. The array of sorted elements follows the 
mentioned initial elements.  

Both C and Maxeler machine implementations 
expect the same test file formats. 

3.2 Binary Search Algorithm 

Search methods that are considered as basic are 
sequential search with unsorted and binary search with 
sorted tables. 

The Binary search algorithm is a typical example 
of a group of algorithms with the strategy of “divide 
and conquer” and therefore it is most easily 
implemented recursively. Yet there is an 
implementation in C code that is implemented 
iteratively. 

The algorithm has a task to find the index of the 
desired key, in an already sorted sequence. The 
algorithm compares the desired key with a key that is 
located at the middle position of the array. If the 
equality is confirmed, the search is complete and the 
algorithm returns the position of the desired key. If the 
requested key is smaller, the upper half of the interval 
and the key itself is rejected and the process continues 
with the lower half of the keys recursively. If the 
search key is larger, then the process continues on the 
upper half of the interval, also recursively. In this way, 
at each step the number of keys to be tested is cut by 
half. If the remaining interval has only one key left 
and there is no match, the program declares the search 
to be unsuccessful. 

Figure 1 schematically depicts how the algorithm 
works. The search key is 7. At the beginning it divides 
the array in two and finds the key of value 14. The 
searched key is then in the lower half of the interval, 
while the upper half is dismissed. It takes the lower 
half of the interval, halves it, and we see the value of 
6, which is smaller than the required one, so the 
required key should be sought in the upper half of the 
current interval, and so on. Since the searcher divides 
the interval (of size N) by two at each step, after each 
ith iteration, the size of the remaining interval is N/2i. 
The maximum number of steps can be calculated 
when the searched interval is in size equal to 1, ie. i = 
log2 N. This means that the complexity of the 
algorithm is O(log N). 

 

 
   

Figure 1 A Binary Search Depiction1 

4. DATAFLOW ALGORITHM REALIZATION  

Every Maxeler program consists of three parts: 

 Kernel code; 

                                                
1 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binary_search_algorith
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 Manager code; 
 Code that is executed on the microprocessor. 

The following is a description of all these three 
parts of code that are implemented here. 

4.1 Kernel Code 

The core of each Maxeler implementation is the 
kernel code. This code represents the job that is 
executed on a Maxeler card. Kernel code is called 
upon by blocking method calls from the C code that is 
executed on the microprocessor of the personal 
computer connected to the Maxeler card. 

The complete job of finding an index of an item 
in a sorted array that has a required value, is written in 
the kernel code. The C code is only in charge of 
reading data from the initial test file and calling 
methods that run on the Maxeler machine. 

At the beginning of the Kernel code, we define a 
64-bit timer that will count through the levels of 
pipelining. It is necessary that we keep some values 
through the iterations, those are the initial and final 
value of the index, and the matched index flag. If the 
requested value is not in the row, Maxeler will return 
the number of elements N as an index. That value does 
not exist with respect to the indices that are in the 
range from 0 to N-1. We define the ROM memory, 
where will the values, of the inbound sorted series 
coming from the C code, be placed. The desired key 
value, the length of the string, and the number of ticks 
are read as scalar values. Kernel initializes values for a 
starting and end index and the index of the found key. 
According to the principle of the algorithm indexes 
are added7subtracted and then divided by two, the 
data from the calculated address from the ROM 
memory is read and compared with the value 
requested. If the match is found, index is remembered 
and forwarded as a result to the C code. If not, it will 
have the initial value, and the search for a desired 
value is continued. 

4.2 C Code 

At the beginning of the C code part, we read from 
the input file the required value, the expected index, as 
well as the size of the array. The sorted data follows 
these initial numbers. When the data is loaded, the C 
code can initiate concrete realization of the algorithm. 
At the beginning of the method call clock() the 
measurement of time starts, so we are able to compare 
the speed of execution of the Maxeler machine and the 
personal computer. 

The algorithm is executed by calling the method 
that calls kernel code. When calculations are finished 
on the Maxeler card, we can read the required variable 
index, which, as mentioned above, will be N if the 
requested value is not found in the series. 

The complete implementation of the algorithm on 
a personal computer in the C programming language 
is given in the appendix to this text, so readers are able 
to compare the speed of execution of the Maxeler 
machine and of the personal computer. 

4.3 Manager Code 

The Manager is code that is used to make the 
interface for calling Kernel code from the C code. 
This code is very simple. It defines the input and 
output streams. For each variable we must define its 
type, and size. 

The method interfaceDefault () defines the default 
interface to the Maxeler machine. There is a real 
interface for scalar values, such as string length, the 
number of tics and key in the required sequence. In 
this case the result is just a scalar value which is the 
index of the desired key. 

In the method we should set up another very 
important fact, which is the number of ticks. Usually, 
this number is the same as a parameter obtained from 
the C code so the user can transmit the exact number 
of ticks he needs for each call of the kernel system. 

5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS  

5.1 Test Results 

The testing was conducted over a variety of 
randomly generated numbers. Arrays were different in 
length as already described in Section 3.1 The same 
tests were carried on a personal computer whose 
characteristics were: 

Processor: Intel 2.60GHz 
RAM memory: 8GB 

Achieved acceleration was calculated using the 
following formula: 

 

where Tpc is the time required to perform the test on 
the processor of the personal computer, and Tmaxeler   
is the time required to perform the test on the Maxeler 
machine. 

The following graph shows data dependences 
between the times required to perform a binary search 
algorithm over a set of input data. From the graph we 
can see that, as the number of input records grows, the 
execution time increases linearly. Since it takes some 
time to get the data to the Maxeler machines, with an 
increase in sequence, the data transfer time becomes 
more negligible. 

 



 

 

 
The next graph shows acceleration using Maxeler machines in relation to the performance of the microprocessor 

in the control flow architecture. Accelerations for larger input arrays are slightly more than ten times, which is a very 
significant improvement when a user has a large amount of data. 

5.2 Longer Input Sequence Analysis 

Increasing the number of incoming records will 
increase the execution time of both implementations, 
but the speed is going to be much greater on Maxeler 
due to the characteristics of Maxeler machines and the 
DataFlow paradigm. 

6. CONCLUSION  

This testing has shown that the implemented 
innovative binary search algorithm has the expected 
performance and works properly for all tested 
sequences. The proposed solution compared to other 
solutions currently in use, shows a certain potential. 

 

 



 

 

As already mentioned, some time is spent on just 
the compilation and implementation of the algorithm. 
The implementation is always quite more complicated 
than on control flow systems. However, if the user has 
large amounts of input data that microprocessor would 
need days to execute, all time spent on the compilation 
and implementation of the algorithm pays off. 

Analytically, as it is expected, with the increase of 
the size of the input sequence, we always get higher 
acceleration. Acceleration comes from the fact that the 
influence of the initial delay that is resulting from  a) 
relatively slow transferring of input data from PC to 
Maxeler machine; and b) from filling the FPGA 
hardware pipeline (until the first results come out from 
the ending hardware elements) decreases dramatically 
with the size of the processed data. After this initial 
delay, Maxeler machine returns the next result, in 
most cases, on every processor clock cycle (every 
tick).  regardless of the size of the problem. The 
microprocessor implementation delays every 
consecutive result proportionally to the magnitude of 
the problem. 

As the FPGA and Maxeler technology develop 
further, the author hopes that in the future he will be 
able to implement faster and more efficient solutions 
for the analyzed algorithm. 
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8.                                 CODES 
 
8.1 Maxeler code 

8.1.1 Kernel code 

package cpustream; 
 
import 
com.maxeler.maxcompiler.v2.kernelcompiler.Kernel; 
import 
com.maxeler.maxcompiler.v2.kernelcompiler.KernelP
arameters; 
import 
com.maxeler.maxcompiler.v2.kernelcompiler.stdlib.co
re.Stream.OffsetExpr; 
import 
com.maxeler.maxcompiler.v2.kernelcompiler.stdlib.m
emory.Memory; 
import 
com.maxeler.maxcompiler.v2.kernelcompiler.types.ba
se.DFEType; 
import 
com.maxeler.maxcompiler.v2.kernelcompiler.types.ba
se.DFEVar; 
 
class CpuStreamKernel extends Kernel { 
 private static final DFEType typeFloat = 
dfeFloat(11,53); 
 private static final DFEType typeUInt = 
dfeUInt(64); 
 protected 
CpuStreamKernel(KernelParameters parameters) { 
  super(parameters); 
 
  OffsetExpr loop = 
stream.makeOffsetAutoLoop("loop"); 
  DFEVar loopVal = 
loop.getDFEVar(this,dfeUInt(64)); 
  DFEVar cnt = 
control.count.simpleCounter(64); 
  DFEVar firstOld = 
typeUInt.newInstance(this); 
  DFEVar lastOld = 
typeUInt.newInstance(this); 
  DFEVar indexOld = 
typeUInt.newInstance(this); 
 
  Memory<DFEVar> mappedRom = 
mem.alloc(typeFloat, 32 * 1024); 
 
 mappedRom.mapToCPU("mappedRom"); 
 
  DFEVar value = 
io.scalarInput("value", typeFloat); 
  DFEVar N = 
io.scalarInput("SizeOfArray", typeUInt); 
  DFEVar NumOfTicks = 
io.scalarInput("NumOfTicks", typeUInt); 
 
  DFEVar first = (cnt < loopVal) ? 0 : 
firstOld; 

  DFEVar last = (cnt < loopVal) ? N : 
lastOld; 
  DFEVar index = (cnt < loopVal) ? N 
: indexOld; 
  DFEVar currentIndex = (first + last) 
/ 2; 
  DFEVar ValueFromMem = 
mappedRom.read(currentIndex.cast(dfeUInt(15))); 
  DFEVar flag = 
ValueFromMem.eq(value); 
  index = (flag) ? 
currentIndex.cast(typeUInt) : index; 
  first = value > ValueFromMem ? 
currentIndex + 1 : first; 
  last =  value < ValueFromMem ? 
currentIndex - 1 : last; 
  firstOld <== stream.offset(first, -
loop); 
  lastOld <== stream.offset(last, -
loop); 
  indexOld <== stream.offset(index, -
loop); 
  io.output("result", index, 
typeUInt,cnt.eq(NumOfTicks * loopVal -2) |    
 } 
} 
 

 

8.1.2 Manager code 

package cpustream; 
 
import static 
com.maxeler.maxcompiler.v2.managers.standard.Man
ager.link; 
 
import 
com.maxeler.maxcompiler.v2.kernelcompiler.Kernel; 
import 
com.maxeler.maxcompiler.v2.managers.BuildConfig; 
import 
com.maxeler.maxcompiler.v2.managers.engine_interf
aces.CPUTypes; 
import 
com.maxeler.maxcompiler.v2.managers.engine_interf
aces.EngineInterface; 
import 
com.maxeler.maxcompiler.v2.managers.engine_interf
aces.InterfaceParam; 
import 
com.maxeler.maxcompiler.v2.managers.standard.IOLi
nk.IODestination; 
import 
com.maxeler.maxcompiler.v2.managers.standard.Man
ager; 
public class CpuStreamManager { 
 private static final String s_kernelName = 
"CpuStreamKernel"; 
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
  CpuStreamEngineParameters 
params = new CpuStreamEngineParameters(args); 



 

 

  Manager manager = new 
Manager(params); 
  Kernel kernel   = new 
CpuStreamKernel(manager.makeKernelParameters(s_
kernelName)); 
  manager.setKernel(kernel); 
  manager.setIO( 
   link("result", 
IODestination.CPU)); 
 
 manager.createSLiCinterface(interfaceDefaul
t()); 
  configBuild(manager, params); 
  manager.build(); 
 } 
 private static EngineInterface 
interfaceDefault() { 
  EngineInterface engine_interface = 
new EngineInterface(); 
  CPUTypes   type = 
CPUTypes.INT64; 
  int        size = type.sizeInBytes(); 
  InterfaceParam  SizeOfArray    = 
engine_interface.addParam("SizeOfArray", 
CPUTypes.UINT64); 
  InterfaceParam  value    = 
engine_interface.addParam("value", 
CPUTypes.DOUBLE); 
  InterfaceParam  N    = 
engine_interface.addParam("N", CPUTypes.UINT64); 
  InterfaceParam  NumOfTicks    = 
engine_interface.addParam("NumOfTicks", 
CPUTypes.UINT64); 
  InterfaceParam loopOffset = 
engine_interface.getAutoLoopOffset(s_kernelName,"l
oop"); 
engine_interface.ignoreAutoLoopOffset(s_kernelNam
e, "loop"); 
engine_interface.setScalar(s_kernelName, 
"SizeOfArray", SizeOfArray); 
engine_interface.setScalar(s_kernelName, "value", 
value); 
engine_interface.setScalar(s_kernelName, 
"NumOfTicks", NumOfTicks); 
 
 engine_interface.setTicks(s_kernelName, N * 
loopOffset); 
  engine_interface.setStream("result", 
type, 2 * size); 
  return engine_interface; 
 } 
 private static void configBuild(Manager 
manager, CpuStreamEngineParameters params) { 
 
 manager.setEnableStreamStatusBlocks(false)
; 
 BuildConfig buildConfig = 
manager.getBuildConfig(); 
 buildConfig.setMPPRCostTableSearchRange
(params.getMPPRStartCT(), 
params.getMPPREndCT()); 
 buildConfig.setMPPRParallelism(params.get
MPPRThreads()); 

 buildConfig.setMPPRRetryNearMissesThres
hold(params.getMPPRRetryThreshold()); 
 } 
} 
 

 

8.1.3 C code 

#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <inttypes.h> 
 
#include "MaxSLiCInterface.h" 
 
int main(void) 
{ 
  FILE * fTest  = fopen("test.txt", "r"); 
 
  if (fTest == NULL) 
  { 
   printf("File test.txt does not 
exist!\n"); ; 
   return -1; 
  } 
 double value; 
 int resultExpected,N; 
 
 fscanf(fTest,"%lf",&value); 
 fscanf(fTest,"%d",&resultExpected); 
 fscanf(fTest,"%d",&N); 
 
 int sizeBytes = N * sizeof(double); 
 double* ROM = malloc(sizeBytes); 
 for(int i = 0; i < N; i++) 
 { 
  fscanf(fTest,"%lf",&ROM[i]); 
 } 
 fclose(fTest); 
 int64_t* result = malloc(2 * sizeof(int64_t)); 
 printf("Running on DFE.\n"); 
 int numOfTicks = (log(N)+1) / log(2); 
 
 double start_time = clock(); 
 CpuStream(numOfTicks,numOfTicks, N, 
value,result, ROM); 
 double stop_time = clock(); 
 
 if(result[1] != N) 
 { 
  printf("Value %.2lf found on index: 
%"PRId64"\n",value, result[1]); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  printf("Value %.2lf does not 
exist!\n",value); 
 } 
 
 if(result[1] == resultExpected) 
 { 
  printf("Test passed OK!\n"); 



 

 

 } 
 else 
 { 
  printf("Test faild!\n"); 
 } 
 
 printf("Took time: %lf s\n", 
(double)((stop_time - 
start_time)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC) ); 
 
 free(ROM); 
 free(result); 
 
 return 0; 
} 
 

 

8.2 C Code for PC Microprocessor 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <inttypes.h> 
#include <time.h> 
 
int main() 
{ 
 FILE * fTest = fopen("test.txt", 
"r"); 
 if (fTest == NULL) 
 { 
  printf("File test.txt does 
not exist!\n"); ; 
  return -1; 
 } 
 double value; 
 int resultExpected, N; 
 fscanf(fTest, "%lf", &value); 
 fscanf(fTest, "%d", 
&resultExpected); 
 fscanf(fTest, "%d", &N); 
 int sizeBytes = N * 
sizeof(double); 
 double* ROM = malloc(sizeBytes); 
 
 for (int i = 0; i < N; i++) 
 { 
  fscanf(fTest, "%lf", 
&ROM[i]); 
 } 
 fclose(fTest); 
 
 double start_time = clock(); 
 int first = 0; 
 int last = N - 1; 
 int currentIndex = (first + last) 
/ 2; 
 while (first <= last) 
 { 
  if (ROM[currentIndex] < 
value) 

  { 
  first = currentIndex + 1; 
  } 
  else if (ROM[currentIndex] 
== value)  
  { 
   printf("Value %.2lf 
found on index: %d\n", value,     
   break; 
  } 
  else 
  { 
  last = currentIndex - 1; 
  } 
  currentIndex = (first + 
last) / 2; 
 } 
 if (first > last)  
 { 
  printf("Value %.2lf does 
not exist!\n", value); 
 } 
 
 double stop_time = clock(); 
 
 if (currentIndex == 
resultExpected) 
 { 
  printf("Test passed 
OK!\n"); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  printf("Test faild!\n"); 
 } 
 printf("Took time: %lf s\n", 
(double)((stop_time - start_time) /    
 
 free(ROM); 
 
 return 0; 
} 




